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The present paper represents an attempt to convey to a group of 
physicists, engineers and applied mathematicians a taste of the kind 
of work that has been done recently in the area of combinatorial 
algorithms. 
An algorithm is, according to one definition of it, merely a method 
for accomplishing something. Thus, unless we qualify the term, the 
subject of “algorithms” includes in some sense all of mathematics and 
in fact most of human knowledge. 
I will direct my attention to three aspects of the subject: first, the 
recent attempts to develop a theory capable of determining which 
problems can be solved by efficient algorithms and which cannot be; 
second, the recent progress on finding efficient algorithms for simple 
problems; finally, some aspects of these questions that appear to merit 
further investigations. 
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
The development of computers led people to raise the question: 
What problems can be solved with them? The first questions of this 
kind were very theoretical, of the sort, “what problems can be solved 
by a Turing machine ?” Study of statements of this kind led to some 
surprising results, such as that certain problems might never be solved 
and others could definitely be solved in a finite length of time. Of 
the latter kind were results that said that simple statements “in first- 
order logic” of certain kinds could definitely be proven or disproven 
in finite time. 
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Such statements were interesting, but not readily relatable to real 
computers and real problems. In a given real problem one is willing 
to spend a “certain” amount of computational time and money, not 
only a finite amount, but a fixed finite amount. One therefore wants 
to know whether problems are solvable with that effort rather than 
in a finite length of time. Formulating the question of the solvability 
of a given problem in a fixed amount of time is rather difficult, par- 
ticularly since the fixed time varies from problem to problem. With 
modern computers one can consider a problem solvable in a practical 
sense if its solution can be obtained in, say, lOlo steps; but this is only 
a very round number-no fixed number like this lends itself to mathe- 
matical analysis. In the last few years real progress has been made 
on an almost practical analysis of solvability of certain simple problems. 
It is apparent that, for finite systems, all problems are solvable in 
finite time. But for problems that are of any but very small size, methods 
that involve complete enumeration of cases usually involve numbers 
of steps that are factorial or exponential in the standard measure of 
problem size and are impractical. To distinguish from such methods 
Edmonds introduced the notion of a “good algorithm” as one that 
operates in a polynomial number of steps in the standard measure 
of problem size. This notion forms the basis of the following remarks. 
We will consider classes of problems each of which can be charac- 
terized by a size parameter n. Such a class of problems is said to be 
polynomially computable (or to “belong to P”), if there is an algorithm 
that computes a solution of any such problem x in the class in a number 
of steps bounded by a polynomial function P of the size parameter of x, 
bY P(4x))- 
If a problem is a member of a class in P it does not necessarily follow 
that there is a practical algorithm for computing its solution; the degree 
or coefficients of the polynomial may be large. But at least there is 
something in the right direction. On the other hand, if a problem belongs 
to a class not in P, we know that we must either invoke other special 
properties of the problem not described by its class membership, 
or trust to luck, or seek an approximate solution to solve it for suf- 
ficiently large n. 
There are many well-known problems that are members of P. Sorting 
numbers, multiplying matrices, multiplying numbers, obtaining deter- 
minants of matrices, finding shortest paths or maximal flows or maximal 
matchings in graphs are all examples of classes in P with the obvious 
parameters. 
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Another interesting collection of classes of problems is that known 
as “NP.” These are problems for which one can verify if a given 
proposed solution really is one in a polynomial number of steps. A 
class is in P if in worst case each problem in it can be solved in a 
polynomial number of steps, in NP if each problem in it can be solved 
in a polynomial number of steps, if one stumbles onto a solution. 
Obviously NP includes P. There are many problem classes, further, 
that are in NP and not known to be in P. Here are some examples. 
1. Does a graph on n vertices (specified by vertices and edges 
that are pairs of vertices) have a Hamiltonian cycle (a cycle that goes 
through each vertex exactly once) ? 
2. Does an expression of length n in conjunction form have a 
solution? Is [( a v 6) * (c v d v q * (c v b v d) . (6 v c) * (H v n)(a v b)] 
satisfiable ? 
3. Does there exist a k coloring of a given graph on n vertices 
so that no two neighboring vertices are the same color? 
4. Do n linear constraints on n variables have a solution in which 
each variable is zero-one valued (viz., equals zero or equals one) ? 
5. Do there exist k vertices that cover all the edges of a graph? 
6. Does a graph on n vertices contain a clique (complete subgraph) 
of at least n/2 vertices ? 
Some of these questions have long been investigated in attempts to 
find usable “good” algorithms, without success so far. 
Another notion that has been introduced in this context is that of 
NP-completeness. A class of problems is said to be NP-complete 
if using it as an “oracle” any NP problem can definitely be solved 
in a polynomial number of steps. If an NP-complete problem class 
is in P therefore, NP would be contained in P and hence identical to it. 
The progress made in this general area in the last several years 
has been in two directions. First, a number of NP problem classes 
including all of our examples above have been shown to be NP-com- 
plete, by ingenious reduction arguments. Second, a number of problem 
classes have been shown to require more than an exponential number 
of steps for their solution. 
The first results imply that if a “good” algorithm exists for any 
of these problem classes, then one exists for all. It is natural to con- 
jecture from this that NP is not P, and that therefore a “good” algorithm 
does not exist for any of these problems. 
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The second kind of result has been primarily of the kind that the 
general classes of problems that are finitely decidable, such as the 
truth of a proposition in certain first-order logical theories (e.g., the 
theory of addition on the integers) are not decidable by “good” 
algorithms. Thus in a practical sense, they are not attackable by very 
general machine computation. 
The results alluded to here are primarily negative. They suggest 
the nonexistence of algorithms. Yet they are positive in that they suggest 
that the concept of polynomial decidability is one that is substantial 
enough to form the subject matter for nontrivial theory. 
They are strong enough to suggest that in order to solve NP-complete 
class problems, we should perhaps look in other directions than at 
general algorithms. And of course they emphasize that decidability in 
the sense of logic does not imply decidability in any practical sense. 
The analysis just mentioned has features that point to directions in 
which further work would be helpful. 
First, the concept of “worst case” solvability which is fundamental 
to the analysis is one whose practical significance, while nonzero, 
may be surprisingly limited. That is, the worst case of some given 
algorithm for a problem might rarely if ever occur in the problems 
encountered in practice. This possibility sounds at first like a quibble; 
if a method can fail, one would think, it probably does fail on all but 
a tiny subclass of the problems in the class, and its usefulness is severely 
limited or limited to this narrow subclass. It is not a quibble, however, 
as the following case history shows. 
One of the most successful algorithms of modern times is the 
“simplex” algorithm for linear programming suggested by Dantzig 
in the 1950’s. The problem addressed is one of finding minimal point 
of a linear functional (the “objective function”) of n variables within 
a region bounded by d linear constraints on the variables. The method 
consists of moving from vertex to neighboring vertex of the “convex 
polytope” defined by the constraints, always going in a direction that 
decreases the value of the objective function until one finds the vertex 
minimizing that function. Going from one vertex to a neighbor is 
called a “pivot step” and can be performed quite efficiently. The 
efficiency of the algorithm therefore depends on how many pivots one 
has to perform to reach the “bottom” of the polytope. 
There is some variety within the framework just described, because 
one can employ several different rules to determine which neighboring 
vertex to visit when several neighbors of the vertex one has reached 
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are “lower” in the polytope. The most common is to move along on 
edge of maximal slope magnitude; alternatively one can move to the 
neighbor that is lowest, or move at random. Now recently, it has been 
shown that in worst case any of these three approaches can require 
an exponential number of pivots, so that the simplex algorithm in 
any of these variations is not a good algorithm (Klee and Minty, 1972, 
for the maximal slope magnitude; Jeroslow, 1973, for maximal im- 
provement). 
In practice, the Dantzig algorithm has been used incredibly often 
in an enormous number of contexts, with values of n and d in the 
thousands and, with some improvements, even the hundreds of 
thousands. General experience is that the number of pivots involved 
is on the order of n + d and usually less than it. I am unaware of a 
practical problem class in which a number of pivots that seems to be 
as much as quadratic in these parameters has even been encountered. 
On the other hand in worst case the method requires an exponential 
number of pivots. N. Zadeh (Math. Programming, 1973) has found an 
artificial class of network flow problems on which it would fail by 
requiring exponential pivoting. 
For the simplex algorithm worst case, this seems to occur on problems 
whose “practical measure” so far has been zero. 
There are those who claim that for network flow problems in which 
the “good” Ford Fulkerson algorithm can be applied, one can obtain 
better practical results with efficiently coded versions of the simplex 
algorithm. 
In our scheme of P and NP problem classes, the feasibility or the 
existence of a point satisfying all the constraints or the solution of a 
linear program are clearly in NP. Recently someone has claimed that 
the former problem is NP-complete. I have no idea whether it is or 
is not, but if linear programming were NP-complete or even required 
exponential solution time in worst case, one would conclude not that 
we should stop using the simplex algorithm but that the concepts 
of worst case behavior and reducibility have deviated hopelessly from 
practicality. 
We conclude from the LP saturation that there is something that 
we do not understand: why LP appears to be exempt from Murphy’s 
law otherwise so prevalent in science, life and applications of mathe- 
matics: if something can go wrong it will. 
Until we understand this, our worst case analysis is greatly hindered. 
In practice an engineer feels he has solved his problem if he can reduce 
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it to a thousand-variable + constraint LP. But a worst case analyst would 
be constrained to ignore this method of solution. 
There are other difficulties with the concepts of good algorithm; 
P and NP. For one thing the concept of goodness requires good faith 
in the definition of parameters. By letting m = 2” we could obtain 
polynomial behavior in m given exponential behavior in n. We consider 
this to be a quibble and ignore it. For another thing there are polynomials 
that are quite impractical (e.g., 1010n50), and one really should try to 
distinguish such polynomials from “good” ones. 
What directions are suggested by these observations? Among others 
are the following. 
To get around the difficulties with worst case behavior one could 
seek an analogous analysis that dealt with “average” behavior within 
some class of problems. This would require defining measures on 
classes of problems. Some such analysis has occurred for sorting 
problems where measures are natural (one can assume random ordering 
of the objects to be sorted) but not much else. 
To get around the more specific difficulty presented by the anomalous 
situation of linear programming, one could repeat the analysis allowing 
an LP oracle as well as polynomial step operations. This might yield 
richer results; there may be other practical oracles that might also be 
used. 
To deal with the problem posed by the existence of impractical 
polynomials one could shift emphasis from polynomially solvable 
problems to problems solvable in a number of steps that is a polynomial 
of degree <k. A difficulty with this is that the definition would likely 
be machine dependent. 
Finally one could take a hint from the fundamentally negative thread 
of the general theory to focus attention on “heuristic” methods, methods 
that, for example, provide solutions but not necessarily best ones in 
rapid time. Such methods exist and have been used extensively (prac- 
tically all work in physics is of this kind) but has as yet not been the 
subject of the kind of analysis indicated above. 
SOME RECENT POSITIVE RESULTS 
In the last few years there have been a number of new algorithms 
and tricks developed that provide efficient means of solving a many 
simple and fundamental problems. 
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I will do justice to none of these, but will list a few of them and give 
some idea of the recent progress. 
1. Fast Multiplication of Large Numbers 
The natural way of multiplying two n digit binary numbers requires 
on the order of n2 steps. This number can be reduced to something 
like cn log n log log n steps. There are several ways to do this that are 
described in detail in Knuth’s book. 
In one method, one considers the numbers to be polynomials of 
low degree (e.g., 110111011 - 11 x X2 - 001X + 011 = polynomial 
of degree 3 in X = 23). The product of two of them can be obtained 
by taking products for x = 0, I,..., and reconstructing the polynomial 
product from its values at these integers. Surprisingly all this can be 
done rapidly. 
2. Fast Multiplication of Matrices 
The obvious way of multiplying two n x n matrices together requires 
n3 multiplications. One can however perform this act in something 
like n1°gz7 steps or more precisely 7 rlog& by use of the following strange 
fact. 
The usual way of multiplying 2 x 2 matrices requires eight multi- 
plications. There happens to be a way of multiplying them that does 
not require the entries to commute that involves only seven multiplica- 
tions. If n is a power of 2 one can break the matrices into (n/2) x (n/2) 
blocks, and these into (n/4) x (n/4) blocks etc. and apply this method 
at each level of blocks to get the desired product. For n = 2 this method 
requires 18 additions, but for large n values the number of additions 
involved actually becomes less than the ordinary method requires. 
This method is due to Strassen. Many people have tried to find analogous 
3 x 3 or 4 x 4 tricks without success (the optimal way to multiply 
3 x 3’s is, I think not known). 
3. Finding Maximal Matching in a Bipartite Graph 
Given a graph on 2n vertices such that edges connect only between 
vertices numbered <n and >n, (i.e., a bipartite graph) one seeks a 
maximum sized set of edges that have no vertex in common. It is 
relatively easy to do this in cn3 steps in worst case; recently a clever 
trick has been found to do it in c&l2 steps in worst case. The standard 
fundamental approach involves alternating path labeling; the tricks 
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involve noticing that one can perform such labelings using three passes 
over the edges and increase the size of a minimal improvement path 
by 2. One can do this until this number is n112, after which one can 
show that at most nil2 improvements are possible. This result is due 
to Karp and Hopcroft. The analogous result for ordinary graphs 
(without the <n, >n restriction) is uncertain; the best algorithm 
still requires cn3 steps in worst case. For this problem average behavior 
is probably much much better than worst case behavior with suitable 
algorithms. Definition of averaging in this problem could yield valuable 
results of this kind. 
4. Testing a Graph for Planarity or for 3 Connectivity 
Tarjan and Tarjan and Hopcroft, respectively, have exploited the 
depth first variant of the labeling technique to the hilt to obtain linear 
or essentially linear algorithms (in the number of edges) for these 
two problems. The labeling technique involves starting at a vertex 
and “labeling” neighboring vertices connected by certain edges and 
then labeling from these to neighbors etc. The depth first variant 
involves labeling to a new vertex when possible and labeling from it 
immediately looking for another one; if another one is not found one 
retreats from the given vertex back and labels from the one from which 
it got its label. The exploitation of this approach is extremely intricate 
in the case of the planarity algorithm. 
5. Finding the k-th Largest of n Objects 
It is known to take at least n log n comparisons to sort n objects. 
Until rather recently it was thought that it took almost as long (in 
worst case) to pick out the median of the numbers. On the average 
R. W. Floyd has shown that something like 3n/2 comparisons is enough 
for large n. By an increasing time sequence of clever tricks, the number 
of comparisons needed in worst case for the median has dwindled to 
now something like 3n in the worst case (Schoehage, Patterson, and 
Pittinger). I will give an example of an approach that is linear in n 
but not so good; the best known way is similar but has many improve- 
ments and wrinkles. 
Divide the n objects into blocks of five; order each block, compare 
the middle elements, finding the middle of these (by iterating this 
technique), compare this element with the others, if it is less than 
the kth omit those below it, otherwise those above it. 
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One can show that the number of stepsf(n) involved here satisfies 
f(n) < fW + (45) s, +f(7n/W9 
where the first term counts the effort needed to sort five elements, 
S, is the number of steps necessary to sort five elements and the second 
term counts the number of steps used in this first sorting. The last 
term counts the number of steps that may be needed after this elimination 
which can be seen to eliminate at least three-tenths of the numbers 
from contention. 
6. Degree Sequences 
Given a set of numbers, one can ask, does there exist a graph having 
various properties such that these numbers represent the degrees of 
the vertices ? One can also ask, how can we find graphs with the desired 
properties having these numbers as vertex degrees ? Recently algorithms 
have been produced that answer both questions for the following 
properties 
(a) Graphs having K-factors (subgraphs all of whose vertices 
are of degree K) and similar subgraphs (Kundu and, also, Kleitman 
and Wang). 
(b) k = vertex connected graphs (Kleitman and Wang). 
(c) “Maximally connected graphs” (having min(d, , &) edge 
disjoint paths from V, to Vi) (Wang). 
(d) Graphs partitionable into K edge disjoint spanning trees 
(Kleitman and Wang). 
The algorithms are fast and are described in the references. 
7. “Distance” Between Sequences 
Given two sequences of digits of lengths m and n, (Uncle) Stan 
Ulam raised the following question: suppose the distance between 
two sequences is the minimal number of operations necessary to change 
one to the other; where an acceptable operation involves one of removing, 
adding or changing a digit. X and Fischer found a procedure for finding 
the distance between two sequences, this requiring on the order of 
8mn steps. 
The method is not difficult and may be improvable. (Note: Paterson 
has improved it to ma/log n for a fixed alphabet.) It is easy to see that 
the distance between the sequences is the minimum of 
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1. the distance between all but the last members of each plus 
the cost of changing one of these to the other or 
2. the cost of removing the last from either one plus the distance 
between the rest of it and the other. These rules allow us to build up 
the distance between initial segments of both inductively from the 
distance between smaller initial segments. 
The following result is presented not because it is particularly 
significant, but because I worked on it recently. 
8. A New Application for Hu-Tucker Algorithm 
Given n words with frequencies fi ,..., f, , suppose one seeks to 
assign sequences of binary digits to them, such that no assigned sequence 
is a prefix of any other, and so that the sum C fiZi is minimized. Here 
li is the length of the ith binary sequence. 
A famous algorithm due to Huffman gives an optimal assignment. 
One simply takes the smallest two f's and replaces them by their sum, 
assigning 0 and 1 as last digits to the corresponding two words, and 
iterates the procedure for the new sequence obtained. 
A more difficult related question arises if the original words are 
ordered and the binary sequences ordered lexicographically must 
retain the same order. T. C. Hu devised the following algorithm for 
this problem. Replace the two “compatible” f’s with smallest sum 
by their sum left in the position of either one of them, and increment 
the length of the words associated with them by one. Two f’s are 
compatible when they are separated in the sequence only by f ‘s, each 
of which is associated with two or more words. (In case of ties always 
replace the f's that have been formed first.) Iterate the procedure. 
The lengths of the words obtained in this way uniquely determine a 
code that can be deduced straightforwardly. 
A colleague, M. Fredman, raised a question in the same context 
as these. Suppose one seeks to minimize not C f& but rather maxi fit”< 
for t 2 1. What code works ? It can be shown that the Huffman algorithm 
may be applied here changed only in that one replaces the two smallest 
f’s by t times the larger one. For the T. C. Hu case it is the compatible 
two f's, the larger of which is smallest that are the ones to replace 
again by twice the larger. For t 3 1 everything works with smallest 
replaced by largest at appropriate points. In any case the analogs of the 
original algorithm work. 
An open question for the T. C. Hu algorithm is how to do it with 
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ternary sequences (chosen from 0, 1, 2). For Fredman’s problem the 
exact analog of the T. C. Hu algorithms works precisely for this case, 
as it does not for the original problem. Other generalized problems 
may also be attacked by these methods. 
There are many more results that could be listed here, and many 
that deserve listing more than some that do appear. In particular there 
are nice methods for finding roots of polynomials and for determining 
if a number is prime. 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In addition to the theoretical developments described and positive 
results on new or old problems there has been a considerable amount 
of work on analyzing algorithms and some work aimed at trying to 
isolate classes of hard problems. 
In the former area there has been some interesting work by R. Graham 
and D. Johnson aimed at understanding the limitations of crude bin 
packing and scheduling algorithms. 
Work in the latter area includes efforts to find classes of Boolean 
functions of n variables each one of which requires many logical “gates” 
to construct. The existence of functions requiring exponentially many 
gates in the number of input variables has been demonstrated, but 
no classes of examples have been constructed for which it has been 
verified that that many gates are necessary. It has recently been shown 
(Meyer) that a machine for determining the truth of statements in 
certain logical theories requires exponential space or worse. However, 
new bounds on the number of gates necessary have been put on the 
class of functions that have the property that, if any three variables 
are fixed among the eight functions of the other variables obtained, 
at least five are distinct (Hsieh, Harper, Schnorr, Savage). The bounds 
are linear in n however, so this class is not excitingly hard to construct 
at best. 
Finally, of course, there is real practical work aimed at solving real 
problems. Since real problems rarely look like any of those that get 
studied in detail, the practitioner generally proceeds without benefit 
of much of the ingenuity contained in the work described above. There 
is in practice a natural tendency among practitioners to bend problems 
into those for which solutions are available and to use canned packages 
where they exist for subroutines performing simple tasks. Surprisingly 
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useful subroutine packages exist for problems that are probably NP 
complete. These subroutines do not give exact solutions; rather, they 
give feasible possibilities that are locally optimal within some class of 
possibility, yet they are used quite often, and quite successfully. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Looking toward the future, one can expect extensions of theory in 
some of the directions indicated above, and more ingenious work 
on new methods for old and new problems. 
From a practical standpoint extension of theory to involve heuristic 
methods, and more comparative analysis of heuristics would be most 
helpful. 
An area suggested by the apparent difficulty of NP problems; study 
of useful approximate or “heuristic” methods for these problems, 
and the implication of the polynomial reductions for heuristics of one 
problem to apply to another. Many NP complete problems are 
“usually” not so difficult, and are usually amenable to heuristics. 
Developing useful reductions involving heuristics would be a step in a 
potentially useful direction. 
Developing sensible measures for problems in various classes to 
permit average case analysis would certainly be valuable. 
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